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One Neighborhood, One Community, One Troy.

Creating change is not easy, but it is possible.
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Overview:
The people and neighborhoods of North Central and Hillside North in Troy once
prospered. Entire families moved here from around the Country to work and build
the thriving industrial hub that made Troy the 4th riches city in America. Living
wage work in shirt collar factories, bell refineries, and other industries were the
solution to poverty in that time.   

One Troy is a collaborative effort of nonprofits, businesses and residents seeking
to create a better life for people living in these North Central and Hillside North
communities in Troy, New York.

Over the next 10 years, we will see a reduction in
poverty by 20% in the North Central and Hillside
communities of Troy. Such that, every child and family
has the opportunity to live in a stable community
where economic mobility becomes a reality.

1.

Sixty people came together on July 8th to identify ONE THING that would make
your community better. 

Since then these ONE THINGS have been grouped into five areas:

1. Safety
2. Housing
3. Employment
4. Community Revitalization
5. Youth

What is the solution today?

Our Vision

This evening is designed to bring us together around the issues we identified and
create informed next steps that will guide us to create working groups in each
focus area.

This Event:

What is One Troy?



2.

Poverty has a significant impact on the quality of life of those directly and
indirectly affected by it. Families and individuals living below the poverty
threshold are faced with persistent financial challenges and are forced to make
difficult decisions about the necessities of life.

The target areas has experienced some of the most pervasive and persistent
poverty in the city.

• The City of Troy has the second highest poverty rate at 26.12%, behind the
City of Albany at 26.77%

• 488 people in the target area are living in poverty, a total of 41.5%

• 237 children in the target area are living in poverty, a total of 63%

47%

Poverty

One Troy Target Area



3.

The leadership team for One Troy is made up of a diverse group of community
stakeholders whom provide guidance, vision, and oversight.

Charles Doyle, City of Troy

Dylan Hall, CEO

Katie Stair, CEO

Sophia Loughry, CEO

Christine Schudde, 
Habitat for Humanity Capital District

Joe Fama, 
Troy Community Land Bank

Christine Nealon, TRIP

Valerie Clayton, 
Department of Social Services

Pat Dinkelaker, Unity House

Nina Nichols, Unity House

Debra Garrett, 
Community Representative

Leadership: Working Together

Katherine Maciol, CEO

Amy Klein, Capital Roots



4.

Rather than starting a number of new programs, One Troy will
bring a collaborative approach to strengthen already existing
efforts and create a shared plan for making things better.

In addition to convening stakeholders, the process will include
identifying key problems, gathering data, soliciting ongoing
input and feedback from the community, and developing a
plan. 

This blueprint – which will evolve as the work progresses − will
identify necessary changes, potential funding sources, and
innovative ideas. It also will include analysis of current
program effectiveness, policy conflicts or barriers, and a
survey of other communities’ experiences with reducing
poverty.

The primary aim is to end the cycle of poverty and to create a
practical pathway for families to get out of poverty.

What is our vision for change?



5.

Who?
15 to 25 people
who represent
key aspects of
the system each
Working Group is
focused on.

How?
Facilitated by
backbone staff
and Working
Group co-chairs.

What?
Meet regularly to drive
implementation by
engaging in the
following three
activities over time:

1. Determine the SCOPE of the Working Group, grounded in data on the local
situation (e.g., historical context, assets, and needs) and local or national best
practices.

2. Develop STRATEGIES which may include the following:

                                                                          aligning or overlaying existing
data sets or systems with one another 

                              identifying an opportunity to start small with willing partners,
learn from their experience, and then expand or replicate 

                                           finding ways to align existing programs, protocols,
and stakeholders to work together to maximize efficacy 

                                    adopting a proven practice from inside or outside the
community to enhance existing services or programs 

                                                                      looking for opportunities at local or
state levels to address policy issues that perpetuate the challenges of poverty.

3. Drive the IMPLEMENTATION of the strategies by:
Identifying resources (e.g., community leaders) required to put ideas into action.

Inspiring change in organizations and networks in accordance with the
strategies.

Determining how to measure the Working Group’s progress and success.

Providing updates to Steering Committee/community and responding to
feedback.

Better understanding the current situation:

Learning by trial:

Increasing coordination:

Enhancing services:

Identifying policy-change opportunities:

Working Groups at a Glance

Process:



6.

Working Groups typically have 2 to 3 co-chairs, ideally one of
whom also serves on the Steering Committee, playing the
following roles:

• Contributing to the development of the                                     for each Working
Group meeting — including serving as thought partners to backbone staff and
helping contribute content expertise.

•                                            and decision making in meetings — including
speaking up if conversation gets stuck, encouraging multiple perspectives, and
reporting out on smaller group discussions.

• Contributing to Working Group                                         — including
addressing member concerns outside of meetings or learning more about
members’ roles and experiences to help inform strategies.

•                                           among Working Group members — including
ensuring each member’s unique assets and contributions are supported and
valued.

• Cultivating a                              — including seeking diverse membership,
fostering conditions for everyone to be included, engaging the community, and
using data to understand disparities and develop strategies.

•                                    for the initiative’s work in the community — including
seeking input from key stakeholders, representing One Troy at community
events, and updating community members on progress.

agenda and content

Facilitating discussions

member management

Nurturing relationships

focus on equity

Serving as a bridge

Working Group Responsibilities



Community Commons

FSG: http://www.fsg.org/tools-and-resources/how-to-lead-collective-
impact-working-groups

7. Sources


